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g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i

7; E WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555
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APR 9 ny

Ms. Susan Hiatt
OCRE.

8275 Munson Road IN RESPONSE REFER
Mentor, OH 44060 TO F01A-83-689

Dear Ms. Hiatt:

This is !n response to your letter dated November 21, 1983, in which you
'

requested, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, (1) a copy of a
; memorandun. from W. Hodges, dated March 24, 1981, subject "Connents on

Draft of the Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program'
Results for the Grand Gulf #1 BWR Power Plant," and (2) the NRC BWR
Systems Manual.

; Document one is enclosed with this letter. Exhibits 1,2,3,4,5,6,
'

and 7 of the NRC BWR Systems Manual are being withheld in their entirety
as release of this infomation could cause substantial harm to the

; competitive position of the General Electric Company in that the General'
Electric Company maintains that:

1. The design represented by these figures was developed with'
the expenditure of substantial resources,

i
'

2. Public availability to this information would deprive General
Electric of the ability to seek reimbursement for its use.

F
by utility customers, would permit competitors to utilize

i this information to General Electric's detriment, and would
impair General Electric's ability to maintain licensing
agreements to the substantial financial and competitive

,

disudvantage of General Electric, and
4

3. Public availability of the information would also allow
foreign competitors, including competing BWR suppliers, to

; obtain fuel bundle and core design information at no cost
which General Electric developed at very substantial cost.

i
Use of this information by foreign competitors would give'

them a competitive advantage over General Electric by allowing
foreign competitors to produce their competitive product
offerings at lower cost than General Electric.

The NRC has reviewed General Electric's proprietary claim and agrees4

that the infomation involved is proprietary.
,
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The deleted information is being withheld from public disclosure pursuant
to Exemption (4) of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552(b)(4))
and 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4) of the Commission's regulations. The nonexempt
portions of these documents are enclosed.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 9.9 of the Commission's regulations, it has been
determined that the information is exempt frum production or disclosure,
and that its production or disclosure is contrary to the public interest.

'

The persons responsible for this denial are the undersigned and Mr. Richard DeYoung,,

Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

This denial may be appealed to the Commission's Executive Director for
Operations within 30 days from the receipt of this letter. As provided
in 10 CFR 9.11, any such appeal must be in writing, addressed to the
Executive Director for Operations, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,
Washington, DC 20555, and should clearly state on the envelope and in,

the letter that it is an " Appeal from an Initial F0IA Decision."

The charge for the enclosed 1,765 pages is $22.06.* You will be billed
separately by our Division of Accounting for this amount.

This completes NRC's action on your request.

Sin ly,

A,

. M. Felton, Director
ivision of Rules and Records

Office of Administration

Enclosures: As stated

*75% of fees waived.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Jim Curry, Systems Analysis Branch, Division
of Systems and Reliability Research, RES

([THRU: J. Mazetis, Section Leader, Section C, Reactor
Systems Branch, DSI, NRR

FROM: Wayne Hodges, Reactor Systems Branch, DSI, NRR

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON DRAFT OF "THE REACTOR SAFETY STUDY
METHODOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM RESULTS FOR THE
GRAND GULF #1 BWR POWER PLANT" .

I have performed a cursory review of the RSSMAP report on Grand Gulf and
find it to be an interesting comparison with the Reactor Safety Study
review of Peach Bottom. However, there are some omissions and simplifi-
cations in the report which result in a severe overstatement of the risk
of operating this plant. Although you and the authors of the report are
aware of these ommissions and simplifications and appreciate the
conservatisms they introduce, the general public may not be willing or
capable of considering the magnitude or impact of those conservatisms.

In the RSSMAP study, the dominent sequence leading to core melt and
containment failure is a loss of feedwater event with offsite power
available, a stuck open relief valve and failure of the RHR system to

-

remove heat from the suppression pgol within 20 hours. The probability
given for this sequence is 8 x 10-'+. I think we all would agrea that if ]this probability value is realistic, then the Grand Gulf plant and other
pl:nts of similar design would be of concarn; however, for the reasons
listed below, I consider the probability value of 8 x 10-4 not to be
realistic, and thereby misleading as to the actual risk:

1. No consideration is given to the main condenser as a heat sink,
although it is the preferred heat sink. The authors of the report
estimate that inclusion of the condenser as a heat sink would reduce i

the probability by two orders of magnitude.
1

2. No credit is given for non-safety grade equipment (e.g. condensate ;

pumps) which may be used to supply large quantities of makeup water
to the core and the suppression pool.

3. The RCIC is safety grade but not part of the ECCS. No consideration
is given to using the RCIC system to pump water to the suppression
pool.
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N. Water may be fed from the fuel pool to the suppression pool by gravity
'

. feed, but no consideration is given to this mode of supply water to1

the suppression pool.

5. - The ' emergency procedure guidelines which are being used to develop
emergency procedures for Grand Gulf and other BWRs call for venting

i 'the containment before allowing the containment to fail. No consideration
[ is given to such action.

6. As a last resort, water can be supplied from the ultimate heat sink;

directly to the core suppression pool. No consideration is given to
this source of water.,

! In addition to the omissions which I have listed for the dominant sequsnce,
there are several other questionable aspects of the report which impact -

! other sequences. These include:

; 1. The LOCA model considers only two types of LOCA; large break and
small break. There is no distinction between a steam break and a.

'

water break. (The depressurization rate, inventory loss and' systems ,

i required to mitigate are significantly different for the steam break
| and the water break). For example, sequences' involving a stuck-
; open relief valve are treated as small LOCAs and the ADS is assumed
j to be' required to depressurize the system. However, a stuck open
; relief valve will depressurize the_ system without ADS as has been -

' demonstrated at-operating plants. - -- -

2. The interfacing systems LOCA sequence assumes the failure of a check;-

| valve in one RHR line and the opening of a normally closed M0V for
'

testing. No_ consideration is given to the fact that leak testing is
~

;_ done at reduced pressure. Interlocks prevent the'openi.ng of these. "'

valves at high pressure. Also, there is no consideration of isolating:

i the LOCA and no apparent credit for cooling from the core' spray system.

Because of-the anticipated public reaction to failure probability numbers -,

; t;hich I consider to be overly-pessimistic and. misleading, I' recommend that
-

the RSSMAP report for Grand Gulf not be published until it is expanded
! to include most, if not all, of the. systems which are' available for cooling
i the core and/or containment. -Any_ study of.this kind should provide a best

~

' judgement of reali.stic. probability numbers;- not overly " conservative" i

numbers which create the potential for unjustified public concern.
_

Y
Wayne Hodges-
Reactor Systems Branch .
Division of SystemsL Integration, NRR M.
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cc: R. Bernero
F. Rowsome
D. Ross /
P. CheckV
T. Speis
J. Mazetis
B. Sheron
V. Panciera
W. Hodges
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